How position dependent is visual object recognition?
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Visual object recognition is often assumed to be insensitive to changes in retinal position, leading to theories and formal models incorporating position-independent object representations. However, recent behavioral and physiological evidence has questioned the extent to which object recognition is position independent. Here, we take a computational and physiological perspective to review the current behavioral literature. Although numerous studies report reduced object recognition performance with translation, even for distances as small as 0.5 degrees of visual angle, confounds in many of these studies make the results difficult to interpret. We conclude that there is little evidence to support position-independent object recognition and the precise role of position in object recognition remains unknown.

Introduction

One of the biggest challenges faced by the visual object recognition system is to enable rapid and accurate recognition despite vast differences in the retinal projection of an object produced by changes in, for example, viewing angle, size, position in the visual field or illumination [1–4]. Such ‘invariance’ is often considered one of the key characteristics of object recognition [4–7]. Changes in position (translations) are among the simplest of these transformations, because only the retinal position of the projection of an object is affected, and not the projection itself [2]. Although it is often assumed that objects can be recognized independently of retinal position [8], the behavioral evidence is limited. In this review, we critically evaluate the behavioral studies of position dependence in visual object recognition from a computational and physiological perspective. We find that the behavioral data on position independence are inconclusive. Furthermore, these studies do not test several key predictions from neurophysiology, including the effect of translations between eccentricities and hemifields, making it difficult to understand the relationship between behavior and the proposed neural substrate. We argue that whereas the balance of the available evidence argues against complete position independence [9–14], the role of position in visual object recognition remains essentially unknown.

What is visual object recognition?

We use a definition of visual object recognition similar to that of previous authors [1,3]. For our purposes ‘visual object’ refers to a conjunction of a complex set of visual features. Successful recognition of such an object requires that the response to a current percept be in some way consistent enough with the internal representation of a previous percept to at least partially invoke it [1,7,15]. This formulation of visual object recognition defines it, fundamentally, as a process of comparison between the current percept and preexisting visual object representations.

The ability to name an object is often taken as the strongest evidence for successful recognition, and indeed naming an object requires that the current percept be in some way matched to a visual representation that is associated with the semantic label. However, naming is clearly not a necessary component of visual recognition because nonverbal animals are capable of recognition [3], and we can recognize a previously viewed object even if we cannot name it. In fact, to investigate the effects of position on visual recognition it is highly desirable to minimize the influence of semantics, especially verbal labels, which would not be expected to be affected by changes of position.

In this review, we first discuss computational and physiological issues highlighting the importance of position in the comparisons underlying object recognition. These issues provide a framework for a critical evaluation of the behavioral evidence. Such evidence has often been discussed in terms of invariance [10,12,14,16–18] (whether performance is completely insensitive to translation), constancy [10,19] (whether performance reflects the stable properties of the object rather than the changing retinal image) or tolerance [11,20] (the extent to which performance is maintained despite translations). Here we will adopt the term position dependence, which we use to describe the degree to which translation affects object recognition behaviorally.

The importance of position in object recognition

Given the comparison model of object recognition described above, there are two types of preexisting object representations that might underlie object recognition in the context of position changes. Both make specific behavioral predictions about the degree to which experience with an object at one position will affect recognition during later presentations of that object at different positions (transfer).

The first possibility is that the preexisting representations are specific to the object but independent of its precise retinal projection [4,5,7,21]. Incoming perceptual events would then need to be transformed or rerepresented for comparison with this position-independent representation [4,9,15,22–24] (see Box 1 for details of specific computational models). The extreme prediction of this framework...
is that there should be complete position independence at a behavioral level (Figure 1a) such that the effect of previous exposure is equivalent across the visual field. Because the initial exposure either evoked (in the case of familiar objects) or created (in the case of novel objects) a position-independent visual representation, subsequent presentations will evoke this same representation regardless of their position.

The second possibility is that instead of a single position-independent representation, there are multiple experience-based representations tuned to particular objects at particular locations [25,26] (Box 1). With this model no transformation into a position-independent form is required. Instead, each retinal projection is compared either with a representation specific to that projection or with an interpolation of representations tuned to similar projections [27,28]. The extreme prediction of the multiple representation framework is position-specific behavior (Figure 1c) – the ability to recognize an object in one retinal location is unrelated to recognition at other locations because there is no shared representation between positions.

Alternatively, with overlapping position-specific representations the multiple representation framework could predict that object recognition would be graded (Figure 1b) such that there is a monotonic decrease in the effect of previous experience with increasing translation distance. Small translations would have a limited effect, because the overall response would remain similar. Larger translations would engage an increasingly different set of representations, increasing the effect of translation. In this case, the interesting question becomes over what spatial range does behaviorally relevant transfer occur?

Given this framework provided by computational considerations, we next turn to physiology and evaluate which aspects of the behavior will be most informative in integrating the neural data and theory.

Position dependence in the ventral visual pathway

The cortical system supporting object recognition is often described as a ventral visual pathway extending from primary visual cortex (V1) through a series of hierarchical processing stages (V2–V4) to the anterior parts of the inferior temporal (IT) cortex [29], a region crucial for visual object recognition [30,31]. Here we focus primarily on the response properties of neurons in monkey IT, which respond selectively to visual objects.

Size of receptive fields

In terms of evaluating position dependence, one of the key properties of neurons is the size of their receptive fields (RFs – the range of retinal positions over which stimuli elicit responses). In V1, RFs are typically small (~1 degree of visual angle), consistent with a position-specific representation, but RF size increases as you move along the ventral visual pathway [32–34]. Early studies of anterior IT emphasized the presence of large receptive fields (>208) [35–37] and a largely preserved object preference (or selectivity) within RFs [38–40], suggesting that, despite the position specificity of early visual areas, the problem of transforming current percepts into position-independent reference frames was somehow being solved [15]. However, more recent studies of anterior IT [20,41,42] have emphasized the presence of small receptive fields (<58), consistent with position-dependent representations, and recent human imaging studies have reported retinotopic maps beyond V4 [43,44]. The most quantitative and systematic study of IT RFs to date [41] reported a range of RF sizes from 2.8 to 268, with a mean size of 108, and large variability in response within RFs (Figure 2). Thus, although there are some neurons with large RFs there is a wide distribution of RF size.

Such heterogeneity in RF size makes it difficult to predict the degree of behavioral position dependence from the responses of single neurons. Whereas IT neurons with small RFs could give rise to position specificity (consistent with a multiple representations framework), cells with large RFs could support position-independent performance (consistent with a single representation framework). Furthermore, RF size has been reported to vary with changes in task demands [20,45] and the presence of other objects in a visual scene [46,47], making position dependence even more difficult to predict from RF size measured under passive viewing with isolated objects.

However, object representations are unlikely to arise directly from the responses of individual cells but rather from a population-level response across an ensemble of IT neurons [4]. Thus, predicting the degree of position dependency in object recognition depends on understanding how

Box 1. Computational models of object recognition

Position-independent models

HMAX model [5,23,24]

This model uses a hierarchical design to transform a current retinal projection into a position-independent reference frame. Each level of the hierarchy integrates over progressively larger areas of the visual field. Integration uses the MAX operator, causing any layer to reflect only the strongest response from its input. Units in the region atop this hierarchy, putatively anterior inferior temporal cortex, respond to their preferred object independent of its position in the visual field. Note that the HMAX model was originally presented as a model of roughly only the central 48 of vision.

Dynamic routing circuit [22,89]

In this model an explicit ‘dynamic routing circuit’ is used to remap the current input into a position-independent reference frame. The transformation is achieved by ‘control neurons’ (putatively residing in the pulvinar), which modify the synaptic strengths of intracortical connections.

Position-specific models

(Coarse coding of shape fragments) + retinotopy [25,27]

This approach proposes that object representations are selective for both positions and objects. Because each object has multiple representations each tuned to a different position, translated retinal projections need not be transformed for comparison.

Fragment-based hierarchy [18,25,26,28]

This model also maintains multiple position-specific representations of objects and object features, but goes further and proposes a hierarchy that assembles complex features from simpler ones. Although its hierarchy is similar to the HMAX model, this model learns its featural representations rather than having them built into the model. Thus, the model will not produce position independence, because recognition will be better at positions where an object commonly occurs. This sort of coding also maintains position information, which can greatly aid recognition [25].
responses are aggregated across neurons. This aggregation might be simple and largely linear, enabling us to use averaging or classifiers on the single-neuron data to model the population response. If so, then we might predict largely independent performance, as was found by a linear classifier that could accurately predict object category after translations of 4° [48]. However, the aggregation across neurons might also be far more complex, as in the ‘untangling framework’ [4], which proposes that IT neurons interact to create object representations whose properties cannot be trivially predicted from the response of single neurons.

Spatial distribution of receptive fields

Contralateral bias. Visual information from the right and left visual fields is initially projected to the contralateral hemisphere only (even within the fovea) [49]. Therefore, position independence across the two hemifields would require interhemispheric transfer of information. If there is complete and efficient transfer early in the ventral visual pathway, position independence could be achieved in later areas such as anterior IT. However, IT has several characteristics that suggest minimal interhemispheric transfer in earlier areas. First, lesion studies suggest IT is necessary for interhemispheric transfer to occur [50,51] and transfer might be limited before IT [52]. Second, IT RFs are generally centered within the contralateral field and extend on average only 3° into the ipsilateral field [35,36,41] (Figure 2). When stimuli are present in both the contralateral and ipsilateral hemifields, the response is dominated by the contralateral stimulus [53–55]. A contralateral bias has also been reported in regions of human cortex thought to be crucial for object recognition [56–58]. Furthermore, unilateral lesions of IT in monkeys can produce contralateral deficits in object recognition with little or no impairment on the ipsilateral side [59]. Although a study [52] of humans with unilateral anterior IT lobectomies found no evidence for any contralateral (or indeed ipsilateral) deficits in object recognition tasks, these lesions were much more anterior than regions thought to be crucial for object recognition in humans (such as the lateral occipital complex [60]).

Collectively, these findings suggest that even within anterior regions of the ventral visual pathway there are two largely independent groups of neurons, each responsive predominantly to stimuli in one hemifield. Therefore, a translation within a hemifield should show less position dependence than one between hemifields (i.e. across the vertical midline), which engages largely different sets of
neurons. The requirement for interhemispheric transfer of visual information could be a major constraint on the potential for position independence across visual fields.

**Foveal bias and eccentricity**
Computationally, it has been proposed that the effect of translation (or indeed any affine transformation) can be estimated from a single view of an object at a given location [2], implying that transforming a translated object for comparison with a preexisting representation is relatively simple. This assumes a uniform and consistent sampling of the visual field at all locations. However, retinal photoreceptors are not distributed evenly, but are more concentrated in the fovea than in the periphery, leading to differences in image sampling with eccentricity (distance from fovea) [61]. Thus, for objects presented at different eccentricities, the pattern of response even in the earliest levels of visual processing will be dramatically different, making transformation into a position-independent reference frame difficult. The heterogeneity in retinal sampling is reflected in a foveal bias in the cortical visual hierarchy, with decreasing cortical magnification with eccentricity [62,63]. In IT, the RFs of most neurons (98%) include the fovea [35] and 50% have a peak response at or near the fovea [41]. Eccentricity biases have also been reported throughout the ventral visual pathway in humans [64,65]. Behavioral studies of position dependence must control for eccentricity, either by ensuring that all stimuli are presented at equal eccentricities, or by explicitly testing the effect of translations between eccentricities while controlling for basic acuity differences. The physiology suggests that less transfer should be observed for translations between eccentricities than within an eccentricity.

**Behavioral studies of position dependence**
Physiological considerations (RFs, retinal sampling) suggest there should be some effect of translations on object recognition, especially those between hemifields and eccentricities. However, without the behavioral output of the system it is impossible to know whether these characteristics have a role in determining the degree of position dependence. Most of the formal models of object recognition (Box 1) attempt to implement some aspect of the physiology into their architecture. Thus, the behavior
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**Figure 3.** Behavioral investigations of position dependence. Schematic representations of the four paradigms used to investigate position independence. Each paradigm has an exposure phase (top row) and a test phase (bottom row). In the test phase, stimuli are presented at either the same position as in the exposure phase (not shown) or in a different position (shown here). Comparison of performance between the same and different test positions provides a measure of position dependence. The typical durations of each presentation are given and the example stimuli follow specific studies. (a) Priming [66]. These studies employ a simple task, like naming or categorization, which remains the same throughout the experiment. The relative amount of priming (improved performance at test for the exposure location over other locations) between same and different location test trials establishes the amount of transfer between locations. (b) Training [11]. The exposure phase of these paradigms consists of a long training period in which participants are taught to discriminate between a target and a set of distracters in a particular location. During the test phase participants continue to make the same discrimination either at the same location or in a different location. The relative ability to make the discrimination at different locations serves as the measure of transfer. (c) Matching [12]. During exposure a single stimulus is briefly presented followed by a short delay. Immediately afterward another stimulus is presented at either the same or a different location and participants must determine whether they are identical to or different from the first stimulus. The amount of transfer between locations (d) Adaptation [77]. This paradigm has mostly been used with faces (but see Ref. [88]), which can be defined as a direction and a distance from the average face within a face space [75]. Face adaptation paradigms make use of the behavioral observation that exposure to a face (adaptation) alters the perception of a subsequent test face such that it appears more dissimilar to the adapted face and more like the face on the other side of the average (the anti-face). The variation in the strength of this effect with the relative location of the adapted and test face indicates the position dependency of the adapted representation. The faces shown in panel (d) are from the Max-Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics in Tuebingen, Germany face database as used by [77].
is crucial not only for verifying the accuracy of a model in replicating human performance, but also for helping to establish which aspects of the physiology should be included in any model. 

Despite the importance of behavior, there have only been a limited number of investigations into position dependence. Further, these studies focus only on the simple case of recognition of a single object presented without the clutter or context that would be present in natural scenes. Although this is an impoverished situation, establishing the degree of position dependence under these conditions is an important first step. Four main paradigms have been used – priming, training, matching and adaptation (Figure 3) – all of which first provide experience with an object in one position of the visual field (exposure) to evoke or create (for novel objects) an internal visual representation. They then measure the relative effects of that exposure on subsequent presentations of the same object at presentation. They then measure the relative effects of that exposure on subsequent presentations of the same object at the exposure location and other locations in the visual field (test). Studies have tested a range of translations (0.5–10°) and have primarily focused on whether or not there is any effect of translation (i.e. whether or not recognition is completely position independent) rather than systematically establishing the degree of position independence. In reviewing this literature, we focus on each paradigm, highlight its findings and limitations, and look for a consistent pattern of results across different testing conditions.

**Priming**

Two prominent priming studies show some evidence for complete position independence with translations of 4.8° [16] and 10° [17]. Both of these studies use supraliminal priming, in which participants were familiarized with the names of the stimuli beforehand and were consciously aware of the stimuli as they were presented. These tasks require explicit use of semantic verbal labels, which would probably be insensitive to position, and might lead to an overestimation of the position independence of visual object recognition. One study [16] explicitly tested for the effect of semantics, reporting slightly reduced priming for different exemplars with the same name as the primed object. However, because this study did not include unprimed objects during test, the baseline improvement in the task over time could not be established. Without this control condition to compare against, the authors could only conclude that some amount of the priming was visual. Because much of the observed improvement between exposure and test could have been semantic, this study probably overestimated the degree of position independence.

Furthermore, the same group [66,67] later reported evidence against complete position independence using a similar priming task with shorter presentation times. Under these conditions, objects were subliminally presented, reducing the chances that a semantic representation was engaged. One of these studies [66] included a control condition, which allowed the authors to conclude that there was some, but not complete, transfer to novel locations during test (Figure 4a). Consistent with this report, two other priming studies [68,69] report reduced priming with translations. Overall, the priming studies suggest that there is some position dependence, but all suffer from a potential semantic confound that could lead to underestimation of the degree of position dependence.

**Training and matching**

Three matching studies reported some evidence for complete independence with equivalent performance across translations. However, the first study [19] used translations so small relative to the size of the objects that there was a large overlap between the two positions (and thus large overlap of visual features). The second [70] found complete independence only when symmetric but not asymmetric stimuli near fovea (1°) were reflected across a meridian. The third study [10] found complete independence with animal-like stimuli but because of the small number of exemplars (six in total), cross-trial priming might have contaminated the results. When unique exemplars were used on every trial, complete position independence disappeared. In fact, most of the training and matching studies [10–14,71,72] found a significant decrement in discrimination performance with translations varying from 0.5° to 2°.

The training and matching studies, however, have generally used simple and abstract stimuli (e.g. random dot clouds, but see Refs [10,19]), making it unclear what they suggest about object-level processing [73] (Figure 4). Participants could easily have adopted strategies dependent on the low-level properties of the stimuli that could have relied on neural mechanisms in early position-dependent areas of the ventral visual pathway (such as matching the independent elements closest to the fovea or the principal axis of orientation).

Further, all of the matching studies except one [12] suffer from an attentional confound in that the initial presentation of the object effectively cues the location of the second presentation in same-position trials. Because attention is known to decrease monotonically with distance from a cue [74], the reduction in transfer at the different position could be an entirely attentional phenomenon.

Overall, the training and matching studies suggest that there is some position dependence but, given the confounds described, these studies could be overestimating its degree.

**Adaptation**

As in the other paradigms, adaptation studies have found evidence both for and against complete independence. For example, a face adaptation study [75] reported equivalent adaptation despite retinal translations of up to 6°. However, the stimuli were larger (11.25°) than the translations, producing overlapping presentations that could lead to an overestimation of position independence.

Other studies [76,77] have reported evidence against complete independence. In particular, a recent study [77] found a systematic reduction in the strength of adaptation with increasing distance from the adaptor (Figure 4), which provides some evidence against position specificity (Figure 1c) by showing a graded decrease in transfer with increasing translation distance.

However, adaptation studies suffer from all the potential confounds and difficulties of the previous three paradigms: generalizability, semantic effects and attentional...
cueing. Most studies have thus far focused on faces, which arguably comprise a special stimulus class that might not generalize well to other objects. These studies also rely on category judgments, which are inherently semantic (e.g., gender, identity). Finally, the test stimulus must be presented immediately following the adaptor, meaning that the adaptor might be functioning as a spatial cue.

**What do the behavioral studies tell us?**
The behavioral data suggest there is some impact of even small (0.5°) translations on object recognition, arguing against complete independence (Figure 1a). Further, there is some evidence for at least partial transfer across positions [66,77], arguing against position specificity (Figure 1c). However, all the behavioral studies suffer from potential confounds, making it difficult to interpret the results. Interestingly, in spite of these confounds, an aggregation of the results of the most controlled studies from each paradigm shows a largely monotonic decrease in the amount of transfer with increasing distance (Figure 5), implying graded position dependency (Figure 1b) for translations within an eccentricity. These findings support the multiple representation framework. Further, combined with the ability of even anterior IT to support position-specific learning [20,78], the behavioral data call into question an increasingly prevalent logic that attempts to localize the cortical regions underlying a behavioral phenomenon through its position dependence [79,80].
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**Figure 4.** Behavioral results across the four paradigms. Each panel depicts a key result from each of the four primary behavioral paradigms (see Figure 3 for details of these paradigms). ‘Same’ indicates performance when there was no change in position between exposure and test. The distance of the translation in the ‘Different’ position trials is indicated on the axis. Insets depict the stimulus used in each experiment. (a) Priming [66]. These data were adapted from a priming study with the best controls for the effects of semantic priming. The control trials are objects presented during test that were not seen during exposure, which provides a measure of unprimed performance. The intermediate performance observed in the ‘Different’ position trials suggests that there is some but not complete priming, which goes against both the complete and specific models (Figure 1a,c). (b) Training [11]. The reduction in performance in the ‘Different’ position argues against position independence, but without a baseline measure of performance, position specificity cannot be ruled out. (c) Matching [12]. These data were adapted from an experiment that included a cue between exposure and test to control for the attentional confound (see ‘Training and matching’ in main text). (d) Adaptation [77]. These data were adapted from a study on face adaptation. The decreasing effect strength argues strongly against both the complete and specific models (Figure 1a,c).
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**Figure 5.** Comparison of behavioral data. This figure plots behavioral data from the four studies illustrated in Figure 4. To place the data on the same graph, data from each study were normalized relative to performance when there was no shift in position between exposure and test (same position). This calculation fixes the proportion of transfer at 1 for translations of 0° (blue diamond). The amount of transfer after a change in position is then expressed as a proportion of the transfer observed in the same position (red circles). The largely monotonic nature of the decrease in transfer with distance best agrees with the graded model (Figure 1b), suggesting that recognition performance with translations greater than 6° will be severely impaired.
Box 2. Questions for future research

- How can we establish a strong link between the physiology and behavior? Relating the two requires that a behavioral change be systematically reflected in some aspect of the physiology. Experience could produce this change and confirm which aspects of the physiology are key in producing behavioral position dependence.
- What effect does long-term experience have on the position dependence of the representation of objects? Objects that only occur in constrained portions of the visual field or are common and must be distinguished from one another might encourage the formation of markedly position-dependent representations. Experience differences such as these might relate to the heterogeneity of RF sizes observed in IT.
- How is position dependence affected by the presence of unrelated objects in the scene (clutter) and context? RF properties of IT neurons are known to change in these circumstances, and an explicit measure of the behavioral effect would help in establishing the relationship between the physiology and behavior.
- If visual representations are position dependent, how are they associated with position-independent semantic representations?

Concluding remarks

A complete understanding of object recognition requires the integration of physiological, computational and behavioral evidence. Although the current behavioral data argue against complete position independence, future research will need to address what factors (such as task or long-term experience) affect the degree of position dependence and which properties of IT neurons are reflected in behavior (Box 2).

The importance of experience

Although the behavioral evidence shows that there is probably no automatic transfer across all spatial positions after a single exposure, long-term experience could modulate the degree of position dependence. The representation of an object might be affected both by the statistics of its appearance on the retina and on the sorts of tasks performed on it. For example, when monkeys were trained extensively to make fine-grained discriminations on small visual stimuli (<1°) in a limited number of positions, the responses of IT neurons were greatly position dependent [20] with small RFs. Longer-term experience might affect large-scale cortical organization producing eccentricity biases in ventral visual cortex [65,81]. Alternatively, experience with stimuli across multiple spatial positions could encourage the formation of more position-independent representations. One recent model suggested that extensive experience with object primitives (e.g. angles, parts) at a variety of positions could give rise to multiple position-specific representations that nonetheless produce responses similar enough to support completely independent recognition (see Box 1, ‘Fragment-based hierarchy’). It is also possible that complete independence could arise from temporally adjacent exposure to an object. In the natural environment, objects move across the retina smoothly, which might enable the visual system to associate different presentations of the same object together despite the distinct responses they evoke (e.g. due to changes in lighting, position, size or orientation) [82]. This idea is supported by a recent study reporting that temporal association could cause the foveal view of one object to be associated with the peripheral view of a different object [8] – ‘breaking position invariance’.

Physiological implications

The behavioral evidence against complete position independence is consistent with the current physiological evidence. However, the behavioral data speak little to the specific neural predictions. One priming study [67] included translations across the vertical and horizontal meridians, but the data from these two types of translations were collapsed, providing no insight into the relative amount of transfer (although the authors did report greater transfer within a quadrant than between quadrants). Another study [10] included a comparison of within- and between-hemifield translations, and revealed no difference in transfer, although this was a matching study subject to the attentional confound. Further, no study systematically tested the effect of eccentricity changes on position dependence. In most studies, the eccentricity of the locations tested was equated. In others, the locations varied in eccentricity, but the data were either collapsed across these positions [66] or the change in eccentricity was ignored [12,13]. Further research is needed to address these issues.

Computational implications

The behavioral evidence against complete independence frees computational models of visual object processing from a significant constraint. Position dependence is consistent with learning in a biologically plausible system, whose inputs must be largely position specific to be in keeping with the small RFs in early visual cortex. The effects of previous exposure will therefore necessarily be limited to a subset of positions in the input. Achieving complete independence (Figure 1a) in this context is difficult, generally requiring either specialized subsystems [11,22], or a heavy reliance on large receptive fields in object-selective units [83]. An approach in which some position dependence is maintained [25,84] is likely to be a better and more parsimonious implementation of cortical visual object processing.

Having position-specific object representations could be useful for object recognition in complex scenes [85]. Objects have a tendency to occur in particular positions and in particular spatial relationships with other objects. If the visual object recognition system maintains position frequency information, it can be used as a constraint to aid in the recognition of ambiguous or occluded figures. It can also be used to resolve the general content of scene, providing a cue that can resolve ambiguities and provide an initial spatial map of information [86,87]. An analogous process has been proposed to aid in the ability to assemble object fragments into coherent objects [25].
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